This paper examines algorithms for detecting when a property 4> holds during the execution of a distributed system. The properties we consider are expressed over the state of the system and are not assumed to have properties that facilitate detection, such as stability.
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Detection is done by a monitoring process within the system, which cannot perceive an execution of a distributed system as a total order:
because of this, we consider two interpretations for "detecting _":
1. There is an execution consistent with the observed behavior such that 4 was true at a point in that execution. We refer to this property as possibly 4.
2. For all executions consistent with the observed behavior, there was some point in real time at which the global state of the system satisfied 4. We refer to this property as defi1_ztely _.
In this paper, we give formal definitions for these two interpretations and present algorithms for them. We give protocols for both asynchronous and synchronous systems and. for synchronous systems,
give upper bounds on the time between the occurrence of the property of interest and the time a monitor detects the property. The problem addressed in this paper arises in the context of ._ieta: how can a set of processes monitor the state of a distributed application in a consistent manner? For example, consider the simple distributed application shown in Figure 1 . Each of the three processes in the application has a light, and the control processes would each like to take an action when some specified subset of the lights are on. The application processes are instrumented with stubs that determine when the process turns its light on or off. This information is disseminated to the control processes, each of which then determines when its condition of interest is met.
Meta is built on top of the ISIS toolkit [1] , and so we first built tile sensor dissemination mechanism using atomic broadcast. Atomic broadcast guarantees that all recipients receive the messages in the same order and that this order is consistent with causality [7] . Unfortunately. the control processes are somewhat limited in what they can deduce when they find that their condition of interest holds.
For example, Figure 2 shows a space-time diagram of an execution of the application shown in Figure 1 . In this figure, a process turning its light on is represented by a rectangle and the process turning its light off is rep- meaning that there is no bound on message passing delays or on the relative speeds of processes.
In this case, the only ordering relations between events that can be determined from within the system are those of potential causality. Two events that are not so related are concurrent. In Figure 2 , the events a and b are concurrent as are a and c. so the control processes could receive these event notifications (as sent by atomic broadcast) in one of these orders: (a; b; c), (b; a; c) or (b; c: a) . Thus. the control processes may or may not determine that Pl'S and p2's lights were on simultaneously, but they will reach the same decision.
On the other hand, the events a, d
and e are causally ordered, so the control processes will determine that pl"s and p3's lights were on simultaneously.
Given a global property _, there are at least two ways that "'detecting ¢}" can be interpreted:
1. There is an execution (i.e. a linear sequence of events) consistent with the observed behavior such that • was true at a point in that execution.
We will refer to this property as possibly _. hi the spacetime diagram shown in Figure 2 , the predicate possibly (pl"s light on and p2's light on) holds. 
2.
For all executions consistent with the observed behavior, there was some point in real time at which the global state of the system satisfied @. We will refer to this property as definitely _. In the execution shown in Figure 2 , the predicate definitely (pl's light on and p3"s light on) holds, since the event of P3 turning its light on happened between
Pl turning its light on and Pl turning its light off.
Note that definitely • is stronger than possibly _. Hence, we will want to guarantee that if a control program determines possibly _ for a set of local states, then no control program will ever determine definitely -_ for the same states.
Note that both of these conditions refer to some past state or states. 
Definitions
We first define the notion of an execution of a system. A system is composed of processes, some of which are part of the application being run and some of which are part of the monitoring control program. Although a global history does not specify the relative timings of events and states at different processes, it does allow us to draw certain conclusions --e_)if happens before e_ (written e i about these timings.
An event e i one of the following is true [7] :
• the events are at the same process and occur in the order indicated.
that is, ifi=jandl< m;
• e_ is the sending of a message by pi to p: and e_ is the receipt of that message; or
• there is another event e_ such that e i ---, e k e k 
s_).
An event potentially changes _ if it potentially affirms or rejects _: such an event is also called a relevant event.
Note that an event can both potentially affirm and reject q_. For example. if n >_ 4 and _ is "either two or three processes have their lights on." then when a process turns its fight on, this action both potentially affirms and rejects _ even though it is possible that the value of _ did not change. Our detection protocols will have the monitored processes periodically send to the monitor its state relevant to _; that is, the message will contain the values of the variables of Pl referred to in #. For each process pi ( 1 < i < n), process P0 maintains a sequence Qi of such messages received from Pi. These messages will also carry information for ordering these states, which is described next. 
3.1

values T(el) and T(e2). if
el ---*e2, then T(el) < T(e2). We will find it advantageous to use clocks that also satisfy the converse of the clock condition; that is. clocks that satisfy
In particular, such clocks enable one to determine whether or not two events are concurrent;
el and e 2 are concurrent if neither el _ e2 nor e 2 _ e_. 
2)
Similarly, if ei and ej are concurrent, then
If the set of processes is static, then vector clocks are not hard to xm- [k] .
As an example, Figure 3 shows the values of vector clocks for tile events of the execution shown in Figure 2 3. and this is all that our protocols need. For the sake of simplicity, the remainder of this paper assumes that all events--including send and receive events--are relevant events and thus that our weak vector clocks are true vector clocks.
Asynchronous Systems
In this section, we assume that processes do not possess local t'eM-time clocks, that there is no global clock, and that there is no upper bound on message delays. We note in advance that there is no way to bound the amount of time between the time a condition becomes true and the time tlle monitor detects the condition. This is because messages sent to the monitor may be arbitrarily delayed. 
where Qj.last is the last state in Qj. The running time of both detection algorithms are linear ill tile number of global states. Unfortunately, the number of global states can be exponential in the number of processes.
Even worse, the worst-case space complexity is unbounded, since the delivery of a message can be indefinitely delayed in an asynchronous system. While there are heuristics that can be used to limit the number of constructed global states, they are intrusive in that t hey require some kind of synchronization or limited blocking of the monitored processes. Real-time bounds on communication and tile rate of change of local states can also be used, as is discussed in the next section.
Partially Synchronous Systems
In this section, we assume that each process pi has a real-time clock Ci. and that these clocks are approximately synchronized: at any given "real" time. the difference between the clocks of two processes is no more than E. We definethis formallyby modifyingour definition of histories and linearizations slightly. Firstly, all processes (including p0) execute "tick" events: a process's local time is the number of tick events that it has executed. If ei is an event at Pi, then Ci(ei) is the number of tick events that pi has executed through ei. If H is a history with approximately synchronized clocks, then L is a linearization of H only if, in addition to the usual requirement, in all prefixes of L and every pair of processes pi and pj, the difference in the number of tick events executed by the two processes is at most e.
In addition to approximately synchronized clocks, we assume that there are lower and upper bounds on message transmission times. This means that if process pi executes "send m to pj" after it has executed ts tick events, then when pj executes "receive m from pi," it has executed t, tick events, where ts + drain <_ tr <_ ts + dmax for constants drain and dma x (both greater than 0). These bounds will be especially important when considering messages received by the monitor P0. Approximately synchronized cIocks can be used to extend the "happens before" relation to order two events ei and ej even when there is no explicit communication between pi and pj: thus. we redefine ei -* e j: and C -dm_,, then the monitor would have gotten another message from pi by its local time C.
1There is no need to take the transitive closure of the two relations because, if dm,n > O.
V(e,)[i] _< V(ej)[i]
and C(ej)+e
.). and if C'(e.)+_ < C'(ej) and V(e,)[j]
< V(eh) [j] then C(e,)+e < C{ek).
Wecan nowsay that two statessi and sj received by the monitor are potentially concurrent if both the vector time stamps and the the real-time clocks indicate this: 
Because s_ = Qi.last, L(s_) = C -dmax; as time passes on tile monitor's clock, L(s_) may grow so that the two states would be judged potentially concurrent.
In such cases, therefore, the decision about whether to add the state (al,...,s_,...,an) to the lattice is postponed until either another message arrives from Pi or the monitor's clock advances to a point where a decision can be made. Until then, the level cannot be completely enumerated.
The conditions
possibly _ and definitely _ can now be detected exactly as in the previous section. Each processor sends its state to the monitor whenever its vector clock changes; it includes with this message its vector t'ime and the number of tick events it has executed.
The monitor then uses this information to construct levels of the lattice, using the properties of the "potentially concurrent" states discussed above. It then reports "'possibly _'" or _definitely _" exactly as it would in the case of asynchronous svstenls.
We However, her protocols for non-local event detection are incomplete, in that they can miss conditions that in fact held. For example.
the execution in Figure 8 shows such an execution. If the messages in this figure correspond to the messages generated in establishing simultaneous regions [15] , then her protocol will not detect .rl = x2. yet in fact defil;ite/y zl = z2 holds. 
